ABSTRACT Recent molecular-dynamics simulations have demonstrated that the use of an empirical hydrophobic potential displaying two minima, i.e., one for hydrophobes in close contact and one for hydrophobes separated by a hydration layer, leads to a marked improvement in protein structure prediction. This potential is supported by experimental data and simulations, but its physical origin and mathematical formulation have not been derived as yet. Here we show that water-mediated attraction (the ''wetting regime'') between two hydrophobic molecules originates in the interaction between the dipoles induced at the surface of the hydrophobes by the surrounding structured water. As an example, we derive the effective hydrophobic potential that describes the interaction between two methane molecules, a classical model of a double-well energy function. We found an excellent agreement with published results from all-atom, explicit solvent molecular-dynamics simulations of this interaction. The approach presented here provides the theoretical basis for implementing an adequate representation of the wetting regime of the hydrophobic interactions in force fields used for structure prediction. The results are useful for modeling both protein folding and binding.
INTRODUCTION
In proteins, the key requirements for a successful folding process are achieving the unique folded shape and maintaining the ability to change conformation (1) . Folding in the native structure is central to protein function (2) , whereas preserving sufficient structural mobility prevents proteins from getting stuck in local energy minima (1) . Apparently, this delicate balance between the rigidity and flexibility of the protein structure is maintained by an adequate number of intramolecular hydrogen bonds (HBs) and hydrophobic interactions with in the surrounding water (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . On one hand, intramolecular HBs that may increase the rigidity of protein structures can easily be transferred to surrounding water molecules (4) . On the other hand, a too-lax molecular structure will regain stability by making additional backbone HBs and wrapping them with hydrophobic groups to keep water away (5) . Water molecules are also involved in tuning the strength of the hydrophobic interactions between nonpolar side chains of the protein (9, 14, 15) , thus enabling optimal rearrangements of the hydrophobic core in the final, native state (6, 7, 16) .
Because water molecules play an active role in protein folding (for a recent review, see Ball 17) , increasing efforts being directed toward searching for adequate representations of the solvent in models for structure prediction. An explicit atomistic description of the surrounding water in MD simulations of protein folding remains computationally very expensive (6, 7, 16, (18) (19) (20) , restricting the timescales and conformational space that can be accessed. Therefore, the use of potential functions to describe water-mediated interactions between protein structural units remains particularly appealing for modeling protein folding and binding. Previous moleculardynamics (MD) simulations with an implicit solvent in the energy function (10, 13) suggested that long-range water-mediated potentials guide folding and smooth the underlying folding funnel. Apparently, surrounding water molecules promote long-range pairing of hydrophilic groups and facilitate native-like packing of structural units. Much in the same manner, water molecules can foster an interaction between otherwise noninteracting hydrophobes (9, 14) . The polarization field created by water structured at the surface of the hydrophobic groups can induce long-range attractions between two such surfaces. Experimental data and computer simulations (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) support the idea that the hydrophobic interaction relevant for protein folding is within the wetting regime, where hydrophobic groups can interact at distances outside the van der Waals range. These data motivated the introduction of an empirical hydrophobic potential, the hydrophobic potential of mean force (HPMF), to describe the interaction of the hydrophobic groups in the wetting regime (15, 26) . In combination with LennardJones (LJ) 6-12 short-ranged interaction terms, this effective potential displays two minima: one for hydrophobes in close contact, and one for hydrophobes separated by a hydration layer (15) . Recent MD simulations demonstrated that the effective hydrophobic potential with two minima leads to a marked improvement in protein structure prediction (15) .
The ad hoc introduction of the second minimum (15) in the hydrophobic energy function is physically motivated by experimental data and MD simulations (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) , and, a posteriori, is justified by an excellent performance in structure prediction (15) . The physical origin and mathematical formulation of the second potential well of the HPMF energy function has not been derived as yet. Here, we use basic molecular principles to show that the physical origin of the second potential well of the HPMF energy function (15) is due to the interaction between the dipoles induced at the surface of the hydrophobes by the surrounding polarized water (9) . This induced dipole-dipole interaction is attractive in nature and long-ranged, i.e., for small systems, it scales with r À3 ; where r is the distance between the interacting hydrophobes (14) . The r À3 term describes the precursor (wetting) regime of the hydrophobic interaction that occurs before the entropy increase that results from releasing the water layers, and the short-range van der Waals attraction provides the driving force to ''dry out'' the contact surface. By moving the hydrophobes closer, the r À3 contribution to the effective hydrophobic potential vanishes due to the depletion of the water layers between the two interacting hydrophobes, leaving in place only the LJ 6-12 short-range interaction terms (Fig. 1) . Consequently, the effective potential displays two minima separated by a barrier at a critical distance between the two interacting hydrophobes. The position of the barrier depends on the distribution profile of the correlated water molecules in between the hydrophobic groups. To illustrate this phenomenon, we derive here the effective hydrophobic potential that describes the interaction between two methane molecules. We found an excellent agreement with the results of all-atom, explicit solvent MD simulations reported by Rick and Berne (27) . The approach presented here provides the theoretical basis for implementing an adequate representation of the wetting regime of the hydrophobic interactions in force fields used for structure prediction. The results are useful for modeling both protein folding and binding.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The wetting regime of hydrophobic attractions
Water is characterized by a random, fluctuating, three-dimensional network of HBs (28) . The exchange of HBs between water molecules is associated with a fast and arbitrary reorientation of their individual molecular dipoles (d) under the influence of the thermal energy. The highest mobility of din the environment is determined by an entirely balanced exchange of HBs in all directions. At the interface between water and a non-H-bonding solute, water molecules have fewer opportunities for the H-bond exchange, leading to apparent orientational ordering (29) (30) (31) and extended lag times for reorientation of the dipole moments (9) . The retardation of the relaxation dynamics of water molecular dipoles at the surface gives rise to coupling and correlation between them, generating persistent polarization fields. The polarization field of correlated water will induce a dipole at the hydrophobic surface (14) and subsequent induced dipole-dipole interactions between hydrophobic surfaces approaching one another. Therefore, hydrophobic aggregation begins with a step in which nonpolar solutes approach one another due to long-range electrostatic forces (the wetting regime).
In our previous work (9, 14) we presented a self-consistent molecular approach describing how water molecules organize themselves around hydrophobic units and give rise to polarization fields that can set effective longrange attractions between hydrophobic units. According to this theory, the overall average interaction energy between two identical (nonrigid) hydrophobic units in the wetting regime results in an attractive energy term varying as r À3 of the form (14)
Here, e 0 stands for the dielectric constant of the vacuum, r represents the instantaneous distance between the interacting hydrophobic units, g denotes the polarizability of the hydrophobic molecule and l is its characteristic length, and AEmae stands for the thermodynamic average of the water molecular dipole moment d, i.e., AEdae ¼ dAEmae. In deriving Eq. 1, we kept in mind that the vector dipole field Ẽ at each site in the correlated region is a random variable, and consequently AEmae must be averaged over the probability of distribution of the internal field Ẽ (9). Therefore, AEmae in Eq. 1 is the mean value of the water molecular dipole in the internal field Ẽ of all the other water molecular dipoles in the correlated region. This is a function of temperature (T) and a parameter f measuring the depletion of the exchanging HBs, relative to bulk water, in dipole-dipole correlated water, AEmae ¼ AEm T; f ð Þae (9) . N 0 represents the number of molecular dipoles in a domain that extends over a distance FIGURE 1 (a) Diagram suggesting the hydrophobic interaction in the wetting regime. At a separation distance between hydrophobes of about r c ; most of the water molecular dipoles in between the two surfaces are strongly correlated. However, moving the hydrophobes closer drives the water out, so that when they meet and direct contacts form between the surfaces, all correlated waters are expelled. (b) Distribution profile g r ð Þ of correlated water molecular dipoles confined between the two hydrophobic surfaces corresponding to a. r c from the hydrophobic surface, N 0 ffi ðASA r c =v 0 Þ; where ASA is the accessible area of the hydrophobic surface delineating the domain, and v 0 is the volume of a water molecule. r c is derived from equilibrium energy consideration by considering that the stability of the molecular dipole pairs in the domain of correlated water is provided by the interplay between the dipole pairwise interaction and the entropy change, as shown previously (9),
Here, a 0 is the characteristic interspace between two water molecules in bulk, m is the number of
At a separation distance between hydrophobes of about r ffi b1r c (Fig. 1) , most of the water molecular dipoles in between the two surfaces are strongly correlated, producing the highest polarization field and subsequently the strongest induced dipole-dipole interaction. However, moving the hydrophobes closer drives the water out, so that when they meet and direct contacts form between the surfaces, all correlated waters are expelled (12, (32) (33) (34) . According to the above description, the effective potential energy ( U h ) describing the association of two hydrophobic groups approaching one another can be written (when f is nonzero) as
Here gðrÞ; in the second term of the equation, represents the specific distribution profile of the correlated water molecular dipoles between the two surfaces. Thus, the maximum number of water molecular dipoles in correlated states occurs when the two neighboring hydrophobic surfaces are separated by a linear distance r c (9), which renders g ¼ 1 at r ffi b 1 r c (Fig.  1 b) . For r , b 1 r c ; water molecules correlated in pairs are rapidly depleted, leading to g ¼ 0; at r ffi b. Therefore, the r À3 contribution to U h r ð Þ vanishes at r ffi b; leaving in place only the short-range interaction contributions. These short-range forces are represented by the LJ 6-12 potential in the first term of Eq. 2. w 0 and b are the characteristic parameters of this potential.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The second term of Eq. 2 describes the wetting regime of the hydrophobic attraction. We can observe that the strength of this attraction depends on the effective dipole moment ( AEmae) of water correlated at the interface (9) and geometries of the hydrophobic molecules. The dependence on molecular geometries includes explicit terms, such as surface areas ( ASA), characteristic lengths (l), and polarizabilities (g). In addition, the hydrophobic attraction depends on the depletion parameter f ; which is an implicit function of the shape of the hydrophobic molecule (i.e., f ¼ 3 corresponds to water molecules rotationally immobilized by hydrophobic interfaces, f ¼ 2 is appropriate for describing water molecules at planar interfaces, and f ¼ 1 characterizes small hydrophobic species (14) ). By looking at Eq. 2, we can see that large values of the depletion parameter f can lead to a fast decrease in the strength of the long-range hydrophobic attraction. Large values of f are also associated with a local reduction of the density of water molecules (9) , which drop the polarization field associated with correlated waters to low values and lower the strength of interaction. Hence, the depth of the potential well describing the wetting regime of the hydrophobic interaction is the result of a subtle balance between the size and shape of the hydrophobic surface.
Because AEmae decreases at high temperatures (14) , thermal agitation can be sufficient to overcome the long-range hydrophobic attraction (u h /0 for bE L d ( 80). Thus the attraction between the two hydrophobes corresponding to the wetting regime is typically low in comparison with usual electrostatic forces ððu h =E L dÞ , 1Þ. However, in the range of temperatures of biological interest (bE L d ffi 80), the hydrophobic attraction generated by polarized water can be sufficiently strong to keep nonpolar molecules together.
As an example, we used Eq. 2 to derive the effective hydrophobic potential that describes the interaction between two methane molecules, for which g ¼ 2:70Å (35) . Within this computation, we assumed a distribution profile gðrÞ of the correlated water molecular dipoles confined between the two hydrophobic surfaces as displayed in Fig. 1 b. The other parameters used in the computation are: a 0 ¼ 2:8Å;
The mean value of the water molecular dipole ( AEmae) in the correlated region at T ¼ 300 K (i.e., b E L d ¼ 80) and f ¼ 1 is AEmae ffi 0:2 (14) . As expected, the resulted effective potential displays two minima (Fig. 2) , i.e., one corresponding to the interaction between methane molecules in the wetting regime and one for molecules in close contact. The position of the barrier between potential wells depends on the distribution profile of water correlated at the interface, N 0 gðrÞ.
From Fig. 2 we can observe that, to strengthen the interaction, water molecules must leave the thin layer separating the two hydrophobes. This corresponds to a transition from the wetting regime to direct contact between molecules. This 
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shows that within the classical model of dry hydrophobic surfaces in contact at equilibrium (36) , the forces that bind hydrophobes together can perfectly well be all the van der Waals contacts between them. But those forces have a short range, and they cannot account for why the hydrophobes ever want to come together. The interaction mechanism described by Eq. 2 gives the long-range potential that induces them to approach one another. Then, when they are very close, the entropy of releasing the water layers (8, 12, 32, 33) , and of course the van der Waals attractions, may well provide enough driving force to dry out the contact surface. The effective hydrophobic potential obtained in this approach is in very good agreement with the methane pair potential of mean force derived from all-atom, explicit solvent MD simulations reported by Rick and Berne (27) . Both positions and relative depths of the minima are similar for the two potentials. However, a noticeable difference can be observed in the region corresponding to the very long-range interaction (r . r c 1b). The effective hydrophobic potential obtained in the approach presented here shows that the attraction between methane molecules would start at longer distances than that revealed by MD simulations. This difference may arise in part from the use in the MD simulations of the fluctuating charge model (37) . Typically, the fluctuating charge model neglects the dipole polarizability contribution to the energy of interaction between molecules. It is worth noting at this point, however, that most hydrophobic amino acids have significant polarizabilities (38) . Therefore, the induced dipole-dipole contribution may need to be adequately considered in estimating the overall interaction energy (15) .
MD simulations of the hydrophobic effect performed by Lin et al. (39) assumed a model in which the hydrophobic walls were rigid and nonpolarizable. A large variety of force fields (SPC, SPCE, TIP3P, TIP4P, and TIP5P) used in MD simulations of the hydrophobic effect were calibrated to reproduce mainly the water density curves (see, for instance, the critical review by Paschek (40) ). It seems that the developers of these codes paid less attention to secondary effects, such as induced dipole-dipole interactions produced by the polarization field of caged water. Recent MD simulations (41) revealed that polarizability plays an important role in determining the hydrophobic force that acts between nonrigid, hydrophobic surfaces in water, as we suggested earlier (9, 14) . Nonlinear electrostatic contributions to the energy transfer from water to hydrophobic environments are also likely to play an important role in setting the local equilibrium of the system (42) . Based on these results (9, 14, 41, 42) , one can expect the correlation effects of water molecules confined between extended weakly polar surfaces to differ significantly from those observed in water caged between rigid hydrophobic walls (39) . According to the results presented here and those published earlier (14) , contributions from induced dipole-dipole interactions can explain the effective long-range attraction measured between extended hydrophobic surfaces in water, as reported by several previous studies (43) (44) (45) .
CONCLUSIONS
The nonmonotonic behavior beyond the energy minimum corresponding to hydrophobic species in close contact may have various sources, including packing of water molecules around each of the interacting atoms (46) , charge transfer between the first hydration layer and hydrophobic molecules (27, 37) and dispersion-induction effects due to water structuring in between the hydrophobes (9, 14) . Apparently, complete drying is not essential to promote an attractive interaction between hydrophobic, weakly polarizable solutes. Attractions between such species were predicted from both basic molecular principles (9, 14) and MD simulations (41, 47) . Direct measurements also revealed long-range attractive forces between hydrophobic surfaces in water (43) (44) (45) . In this work, we have shown that hydrophobes can actually attract each other at separation distances much larger than those typically used in computing van der Waals energies. Here we have shown that the physical origin of the state of water-mediated attraction is the interaction between the dipoles induced at the surface of the hydrophobes by the surrounding polarized water. The long-range interaction part of the effective hydrophobic potential obtained within this approach describes very well the behavior of nonpolar solutes in a wetting regime of the type used by Lin et al. (15) for protein structure prediction.
The approach presented here provides the theoretical basis for implementing an adequate representation of the wetting regime of the hydrophobic interactions in force fields used for structure prediction. Long-range hydrophobic interactions in the wetting regime may ensure a better flexibility of the domains in forming a near-native structure of the protein structure and may increase the dynamics in the configuration space (1) . Nonetheless, we can infer from these results that nonpolar residues behave differently in the presence of interstitial water compared with how they interact when buried in a dried protein core. Therefore, water may be the lubricant that enables the hydrophobic core of a protein to reach its optimally packed state (6, 7, 16) . The results presented here are useful for modeling both protein folding and binding.
